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america 2099…america 2099…america 2099…america 2099…america 2099…
okay, 
people...

this is 
it. the last 

one.

so what's it 
gonna be this 
time, cyclops? 

magneto? 
again? 

maybe 
it'll be the 
sentinels 

for the 
hundredth 

time. 

doesn't 
matter. 

I'm gonna 
bring the 
shockin' 
house 
down. figuratively, 

I hope. after all, 
the x-mansion is 

a historical 
landmark.

you sure 
the damage 

room can take 
another round, 

cyclops?

that's danger 
room, skullfire. 

and the rest of you, 
give scott a break--

he can't help it 
he's stuck in 

the past.

you too, 
jean?!

sorry, 
hon.

okay, 
guys, I get 

it. I’m in the 
future 
now--

make it 
count.



easy, 
bloodhawk. 

fighting a hulk’s 
not like fighting--
well, anything 

else on 
earth.

ouch, 
that hurt--

no fair!

fair? 
ravage don’t 
play by the 

rules, lady--
he makes 

‘em!

end 
program!

I’ve seen 
enough

these guys 
need a serious 

beating!

keep trying, 
big guy. you’ll 
hit something 

eventually!

I don’t 
need a beating--

all I need is 
hate!

what 
is wrong 
with this 

man?

--time 
I started 
acting like 

it!
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what 
the shock--

he froze 
up!

you shut 
it down? we 
were killing 
it out there! 

why’d 
you--

getting killed is more like 
it. couldn’t watch you 
embarrass yourselves 

any further.

I’m pushing you hard, I know. 
but jean and I can’t--we 
won’t-- leave the future 

of the x-men--

um, 
cyclops…is the 
program still 

running?

scott--

danger 
room! terminate 
simulation: delta 
oscar oscar--

save your breath, 
mutant. I am no paltry 

hologram. I am...

 no, jean. 
they need to 

hear this!

 so did these 
two.vengeaaaaa….


